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Abstract. The built-in play at the wheels of the ISOCAM instrument affects the accuracy of the astrometry of sources from the
ISOCAM Parallel Catalogue. We present the results of different methods for cross-identifying ISOCAM sources with reference
catalogues in the optical (USNO-A2.0) and in the near infrared (2MASS). For a sample of 7197 ISOCAM sources, the fraction
having a real counterpart in the USNO and 2MASS catalogues was estimated to be 95% and 91% respectively. Using a nearest
neighbor method for cross-identification, only 74% of the possible associations with USNO (79% with 2MASS) are retrieved.
With the use of a so-called probability pattern to perform the associations, these values increase to 77% for USNO and 83%
for 2MASS. In addition, the overall reliability of associations increases from 77 to 87% with USNO, and from 81 to 90% with
2MASS.
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1. Introduction

Onboard the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) satellite
(Kessler et al. 1996), the mid-infrared camera ISOCAM
(Cesarsky et al. 1996) continued observing the sky while an-
other instrument was prime. From these “parallel mode” ob-
servations (Siebenmorgen et al. 1996), covering 47 square de-
grees, a catalogue has been built (Ott et al. 2003), consisting
mainly of observations in broad band filters centered around
6 µm, with a 6′′ pixel field of view (PFOV), with fluxes down
to 0.5 mJy.

The astrometric accuracy of the 6′′ PFOV observations is
mainly affected by three factors:

– a 2′′ pointing accuracy for ISO;
– up to 1 PFOV distortion at the edges of the detector (this

effect is already corrected in the catalogue);
– a shift up to 2×PFOV due to the lens wheel jitter.

This last factor comes from three independent optical elements
of ISOCAM, namely the lens wheel, the selection wheel and
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the filter wheel, which were mounted with a play to guarantee
free movement (Vigroux et al. 1993; Cesarsky et al. 1996). As
expected when this engineering solution was chosen, the dif-
ferent optical configurations can shift the position of the source
on the detector by 2 pixels from the nominal pointing position.

We present the use of a statistical approach which increases
the performance of cross-matching ISOCAM parallel sources
with reference catalogues at optical or near-infrared wave-
lengths.

2. Comparison with reference catalogues

The USNO-A2.0 (Monet et al. 1998, 526 million sources),
and the second incremental data release (IDR2, 162 million
sources, covering 47% of the sky) of 2MASS (Skrutskie et al.
1997) were used as reference catalogues for astrometry.

As part of the preparation towards the final ISOCAM par-
allel catalogue, 24 000 images, containing 74 000 source candi-
dates, were visually inspected to classify the source candidate
via estimation of its pixel history as good, questionable or spu-
rious (Ott 2002).

This classification was performed to derive cut-off parame-
ters for a statistical cleaning of source candidates for the final
catalogue, and the verification of processing strategy.
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The main criterion to classify source candidates is their
pixel history. In theory, the flux will increase after ISO finishes
its slew, and the ISOCAM pixel starts to see the source at the
begin of a pointing, and decrease when ISO slews away to a
new pointing (see Fig. 1).

Additionally, within these 24 000 pointings, over 1300 visi-
blepotentialsource candidates, which were not detected by the
automatic processing, were manually verified. The strongest
undetected source found is a double star of flux 1.2 mJy and
a S/N of 2, which validates the completeness of the source
extraction.

As the statistical cleaning and merging of source candidates
into unique sources is a significant data processing project in
its own right, an easier-to-handle data-set was selected to de-
rive the first cross-identifications: the data-set consists of all
LW2 observations with 6′′ PFOV, having at least eight read-
outs. Their pointing must be outside the galactic plane, with a
galactic latitude outside±20◦. For tracking observations only
the first pointing was included. Furthermore, all crowded re-
gions (pointings showing extended structure or having more
than six verified point sources) were excluded. The appropri-
ateness of these heuristically chosen thresholds is confirmed
by the first draft catalogue of statistically cleaned sources: over
98% of the sources classified as “good” by eye-balling ful-
filled the statistical cleaning criteria (Schartel, priv. communi-
cation). More details will be provided in a forthcoming paper
by Ott et al.

We ended with a sample of 7197 ISOCAM sources fulfill-
ing the selection criteria, flagged as good candidates after eye-
balling the pixel history.

For each ISOCAM source, its position on the detector in
pixels coordinates (x, y) is known, together with the pointing
parameters and the celestial coordinates (α, δ) (which derive
directly from the nominal pointing position of the satellite).
These celestial coordinates are affected by the three sources of
error described in the introduction.

The main cause of astrometric inaccuracy being due to the
instrument itself, we decided to study the difference in position
between ISOCAM and reference sources indetector pixel co-
ordinates, rather than in sky coordinates, to identify the conse-
quences of the instrumental effects. Let us labeli the ISOCAM
sources. For each sourcei, detected at pixels (xi , yi), the follow-
ing scheme was applied:

– all theni reference sources (optical or near infrared) within
60′′ of position (αi , δi) were searched;

– for each sourcej amongstni , the reference source sky coor-
dinates (α j, δ j) were converted into ISOCAM pixel coordi-
nates, using the pointing parameters of sourcei (not taking
into account the ISOCAM distortion, but this has little ef-
fect on the result);

– the positional difference in pixels (∆xi j = xi − xj ,∆yi j =
yi − y j) was computed.

Performing this operation onN ISOCAM sources, a total of
J =
∑N

i=1 ni values are computed. We present in Fig. 2 the pro-
jection of all the (∆xi j ,∆yi j ), for the sample of 7197 ISOCAM
sources, using the USNO as reference catalogue.

With a “perfect” instrument, one would expect a Gaussian
distribution centered on (0,0). In our case, however, two strong
peaks appear, centered on (−1.25,+0.25) and (+0.83,+0.25);
they correspond to the rest positions, at the stops of the instru-
ment lens wheel.

This clearly demonstrates that a nearest-neighbor approach
for the cross-identification is not optimal in this case. We there-
fore decided to use a refined probabilistic approach to perform
the cross-matching of ISOCAM sources with other catalogues.

3. The probability pattern

Figure 2 shows that counterparts will not be found preferably
in the immediate vicinity of ISOCAM sources, but most likely
they will lie at some distance corresponding to the shift induced
by the lens wheel jitter. The probability of performing a good
association will be at its highest in the two peaks of Fig. 2.
Away from the peaks, a roughly uniform background is ob-
served, as expected for a Poisson noise due to random spurious
associations.

We transformed the distribution in Fig. 2 into a “probabil-
ity map”M. First, a square of side 6× PFOV in the (∆x,∆y)
plane was selected, and the 2D histogram was computed with
a 1/6× PFOV bin size (corresponding to 1′′ on the sky). The
map is presented in Fig. 3.

The borders of the map were used to estimate the mean
level of the backgroundB, and its varianceσ. We finally obtain
what we call then−σ probability patternP by selecting all the
bins fulfilling the conditionP(x, y) > (M(x, y)−B)+nσ. All the
other bins in the pattern are set to zero andP is normalized to 1.

Figure 4 shows the 0σ and 2σ patterns. We have used
these patterns as our selection criterion to perform the cross
matching: rather than selecting the nearest (optical or near
infrared) neighbor as the best possible counterpart of the
ISOCAM source, we now select the reference sourcej with
(∆xi j ,∆yi j ) corresponding to the highest (and non-zero) value
in the pattern.

The non-zero area reduces to 138 and 72 square arcseconds,
respectively, for the 0σ and 2σ patterns. This means, in the case
of the 2σ pattern, that the useful search area is reduced by a
factor of 18, compared to a blind search in the full square. This
helps reduce the number of spurious associations, and increases
the reliability of our cross-identifications.

4. Completeness and reliability

The quantification of the improvement due to the use of
the probability pattern, as compared to the simple nearest-
neighbor-based matching procedure, is difficult because one
can never be completely sure whether an association made be-
tween two sources is correct or not.

Out of a sample ofN ISOCAM sources, and for a given
reference catalogue, only a fractionf · N has counterparts in
the reference catalogue, because of the different sensitivities
and wavelength ranges, the effect of proper motions, and the
presence of solar system objects. In the ideal case, we would
find the right associations for all thef ·N sources, and identify
the (1− f )·N sources not to be matched. In practice, the result of
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Fig. 1. Example of visual distinction between a bona-fide point source (top) and a spurious point-source (bottom) from its pixel history. The
bold solid line corresponds to the strongest source pixel profile in both figures. In the top figure, other profiles correspond to the neighboring
pixels receiving flux (solid lines), or not (dotted lines). In the bottom figure, the profiles corresponding to the 8 neighboring pixels are shown
as dotted lines. Vertical lines indicate start of slew to new target. Slew periods when ISO did not acquire the target yet are marked by a box.
Detected glitches are marked by a star.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of (∆xi j ,∆yi j ) for the 12 954 USNO matches
within 18′′ of the 7197 ISOCAM sources. The range is expressed in
ISOCAM pixels (6′′ width).

Fig. 3. Central part of the probability mapM (normalized): 30× 20
1′′ bins in the (∆x,∆y) plane.

the cross-identification is a number of associationsA, selected
as valid, and consisting of:

– R sources (among thef N) which are properly associated
with their reference counterpart;

– W sources having a reference counterpart but wrongly
associated;

– S sources among the (1− f )N sources without counterpart,
randomly associated with unrelated reference sources.

The number of selected associations can be expressed as
A = R+W+ S.

When performing cross-identification, one attempts to
find the best compromise between completeness and reli-
ability. Completeness is defined asc = R/ f N, the frac-
tion of the f N sources having a counterpart that is properly

associated. Reliability of the cross-matching is defined asr =
R/A, the fraction of correct associations in the total number of
associations (correct and incorrect).

Depending on the selection threshold we impose during the
cross matching process, reliability and completeness will vary
as illustrated in Fig. 5. The correlation between completeness
and reliability depends on the decision criterion to distinguish
matches from non-matches.

4.1. Statistical validation

Estimating the completeness and reliability of associations is
not obvious, as the number of proper associationsR is un-
known. It is indeed impossible to identify every single proper
association among theA selected associations. In addition, we
do not know the value off .

An alternative is to use a statistical model for associations:
Xi associations having a probabilitypi of being proper will con-
tain on averageXi · pi proper associations. If thepi can be mod-
eled, an estimate of the number of proper associations is given
asR=

∑
i Xi · pi .

The likelihood of associations can be estimated using a
Bayesian approach as shown by Sutherland & Saunders (1992).
This method requires one to estimate priors for the probability
distribution of magnitudes and distances of associated objects.
This is usually done by comparison with background fields: the
cross-identification of sources in the central field (same posi-
tion on the sky) gives the sum of the desired probability distri-
bution and some background noise due to random associations.
The cross correlation of sources from the first catalogue with
various fields of the reference catalogue (usually a few arcmin
away) gives an estimate of the background noise.

However, as noted by Rutledge et al. (2000), this is only
valid if the background fields have the same properties as the
central field. In our study, this is not the case. ISOCAM sources
correspond generally to bright optical or near-infrared objects,
and the catalogues are biased around these objects. In USNO,
there are often a large number of faint detections around bright
objects (in the diffraction spike), while in 2MASS there is no
source extraction around bright stars. This makes it impossible
to estimate a reliable prior for the probability distribution of
magnitudes in the reference catalogue.

Therefore, we decided to use only a distance criterion as
a prior probability, and in addition, estimated the background
contamination with geometric considerations in the central
field itself, without using background fields.

The distance ρ between an association (located at
(∆xi j ,∆yi j ) in the (∆x,∆y) plane) and the nearest of the 2 peaks
of Fig. 3 was selected as a key parameter to modelp.

The histograms of the values ofρ were computed
(with 0.5′′ bin width, Fig. 6), for all possible associations, for
the USNO and 2MASS catalogues. There are two components
in these histograms: a peak at small values ofρ, corresponding
to proper association, and a constantly rising component cor-
responding to random associations. This last component can
be modeled. Given an homogeneous distribution of points with
spatial densityλ, the number of points at distanceρ from the
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Fig. 4. 0σ (left) and 2σ (right) probability patternP (36× 36 1′′ bins).
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Fig. 5. Illustration of how completeness and reliability are correlated
for a given method of cross matching, in the case where the spatial
separation between counterparts is due to purely random errors.

closest of 2 reference points is

n(ρ) · dρ =
{

4πλρ · dρ (ρ < s)
4λρ(π − arccos(s/ρ)) · dρ (ρ > s),

the distance between the reference points being 2s.
The density of sources in the reference catalogues is not

constant. For each ISOCAM sourcei, the local densityλi in
the reference catalogues was computed (from the number of
sources in 5′ radius around ISOCAM sources), and all theni(ρ)
were added to find the total expected random contribution
(dashed line in Fig. 6, left panels).

The agreement with the observed distributions is very good.
The probability of an association at distanceρ being proper
was then simply derived by subtracting this random contribu-
tion from the observed total distribution. The resulting prob-
abilities p(ρ) are presented in the right panels of Fig. 6. The
probability of a proper association withρ > 1 pixel was clipped
to zero. We modeled the probability with simple polynomials:
p(ρ) = 0.972− 0.08ρ + 0.39ρ2 − 2.24ρ3 + 0.6ρ4 for USNO
and p(ρ) = 0.96+ 0.35ρ − 1.35ρ2 for 2MASS. We restricted
the fit to second order for 2MASS in order to keep a smoothly

decreasing function: higher order polynomials produced os-
cillations, because of the discrepancy at large distances. This
discrepancy could be due to the incomplete coverage of the
2MASS IDR2 which introduces side effects not taken into ac-
count in our model.

The FWHM of the probability profile in Fig. 6 is close
to 4′′: this gives an estimate of the astrometric accuracy that
will be achieved with the probability pattern.

The value ofR will be estimated viap(ρ): for all the se-
lected associationsj, ρ j is computed, andR=

∑
j p(ρ j).

4.2. Nearest neighbor approach

The simplest and most widely used decision criterion for se-
lecting cross-matching candidates is based on the search of
nearest-neighbor (Bartlett & Egret 1998). The spatial distance
d between sources is the only relevant parameter for decision in
this case: theA associations which are closer than a threshold
distancedT are selected as matches, and all pairs withd > dT

are rejected as non-matches.
If there is no systematic offset between the positions of

identical objects in the two catalogues, the reliability will be
high for small values ofdT, but completeness will be low (up-
per left of Fig. 5). For increasing values ofdT, completeness
will rise, but reliability will decrease, because of spurious as-
sociations that are more likely at larger distances.

We have searched for nearest neighbors of ISOCAM
sources in the USNO and 2MASS catalogues. Figure 7 presents
the results obtained with a 1′ search radius. The peak at short
distances is mainly due to associations of thef N objects hav-
ing a counterpart, while the tail at long distances is due to the
(1− f )N objects without counterpart. For a local densityλi in
the reference catalogue, the density of nearest neighbor random
matches at distanced derives from a 2D Poisson flux, and can
be expressed as

Φ(d, λi) = 2πλidexp(−πλid
2).
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Fig. 6. Left: number of associations as a function of distanceρ to the nearest peak of Fig. 3 (0.5′′ bin size). The dotted line corresponds to
random associations. Right: derived probabilityp(ρ) of an association being proper. Top row: USNO; bottom row: 2MASS.
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Fig. 7. Differential histogram (log scale) for the number of USNO (left) and 2MASS (right) matches as a function of distance to the nearest
neighbor (bin width is 1′′). The contribution of objects without matches is indicated by the dashed line.

Assuming that the fractionf of ISOCAM sources with a coun-
terpart does not depend on the position on the sky (and thus
does not depend onλ), one can express the total of all random
matches as

T(d) = (1− f )
∑

i

Ni · Φ(d, λi).

Fitting this distribution on the tail of Fig. 7 gives an estimate
of f . For USNO, the best fit is found forf = 0.95, indicating
that 95% of ISOCAM sources have a counterpart in the USNO.
For 2MASS, the fraction isf = 0.91, but this value might be af-
fected by border effects, as the distribution of the IDR2 sources
on the sky is very patchy, with many small areas not-covered.
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Fig. 8. Completeness versus reliability for nearest-neighbor (line) and probability pattern (stars) methods, for USNO (left) and 2MASS (right).
The adopted thresholds are indicated for the different methods.

Table 1.Results of the nearest-neighbor method withdT = 10′′: num-
ber of selected associationsA, number of objects having a counter-
part f N, estimated number of proper associationsR, and correspond-
ing completeness and reliability.

USNO 2MASS
A 6570 3635
f · N 6837 3726
R 5081 2961
c 0.74 0.79
r 0.77 0.81

For different thresholdsdT, we have selected all theAdT

nearest neighbors in the reference catalogues. Distances to the
nearest peakρi were computed for every associations to esti-
mateRdT . A correction must be added for 2MASS, as the sky
coverage is not complete: only 56.9% of the ISOCAM sources
lie in an area covered by the 2MASS IDR2 (this value dif-
fers from the 47% sky coverage of the IDR2, because only
ISOCAM sources outside the galactic plane were selected).

The estimated number of proper associationsRdT made
amongst theAdT selected association yielded an estimate of the
changes of completeness and reliability of the nearest-neighbor
method withdT. Results are presented in Fig. 8.

For very small distances, bothc andr are low, because the
associations are selected out of the 2 peaks, and are mainly spu-
rious. Bothc andr rise withdt, as the 2 peaks are progressively
reached by the search radius.

The best compromise is arounddT = 10′′. The correspond-
ing performances are reported in Table 1.

The optimal performance of the nearest neighbor arec =
0.74 andr = 0.77 for USNO, andc = 0.79 andr = 0.81 for
2MASS.

Further increasingdT (up to 40′′, see Fig. 8) does not in-
crease the number of proper associationsR, so c saturates,

Table 2.Results for the 1σ probability pattern.

USNO 2MASS
A 6031 3413
f · N 6837 3726
R 5273 3088
c 0.77 0.83
r 0.87 0.90

and r decreases because of more spurious associations being
selected.

4.3. Probability pattern

The probability pattern defined in Sect. 3 was used to perform
the selection of associations between ISOCAM sources and the
reference catalogues.

Among the possiblej reference counterparts of ISOCAM
sourcei, only the association corresponding the highest (and
non zero)P(∆xi j ,∆yi j ) was selected. Sourcei was not associ-
ated if all of thej hadP(∆xi j ,∆yi j ) = 0.

We have performed the selection ofAnσ associations for
different patterns (0, 1 and 2σ). Again, Rnσ was estimated
for each selection, and completeness and reliability have been
computed (Fig. 8).

As expected, the most selective 2σ pattern gives the highest
reliability, but is less complete, while the 0σ pattern gives the
most complete sample, with a slightly less reliability.

Results for the 1σ pattern are given in Table 2: withc =
0.77 andr = 0.87 for USNO andc = 0.83 andr = 0.90 for
2MASS, results are much better than that achieved with the
best selection of nearest neighbors.
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5. Conclusions

The lens wheel jitter of the ISOCAM instrument gives an
increased uncertainty on positions. This decreases the perfor-
mance of cross-correlations of ISOCAM sources with refer-
ence catalogues.

For our sample of 7197 ISOCAM sources, the fraction hav-
ing a real counterpart in the USNO and 2MASS catalogues was
estimated to be 95% and 91%, respectively. This indicates that
our ISOCAM source sample contains no more than 5% of spu-
rious sources. Had the ISOCAM sample been contaminated by
spurious detections, the fractions of sources having counter-
parts in reference catalogues would decrease. This would not
qualitatively affect the results of the comparison between the
two methods we used to perform associations.

Using a statistical approach, we proposed an original
method to perform the associations. With the proposed prob-
ability pattern method to perform the cross identification
with reference catalogues, the number ofselectedassocia-
tions decreases, but the absolute number ofproperassociations
increases.

As compared to what is achieved with a classical nearest-
neighbor-based cross identification, the completeness for the
selected associations increases from 74% to 77% for USNO
and from 79% to 83% for 2MASS, while the reliability in-
creases from 77% to 87% for USNO and from 81% to 90%
for 2MASS.

This method could help reducing the astrometric uncer-
tainty on the final ISOCAM parallel mode catalogue, and pro-
vide more reliable multi-wavelength information for the corre-
sponding ISOCAM sources.

The method could be applied to all the cross-identification
problems where the probability distribution is not symmetrical,
to improve the results achieved by a classical nearest-neighbor
approach.

This work also demonstrates some methods that will have
to be used in the frame of the astronomical Virtual Observatory,
to perform cross-identifications between pointed observations
and large surveys, to derive multi-wavelengths catalogues.
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